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Figure 1: We introduce the concept of conversations with GUIs: Users pose queries to retrieve information from an annotated
dataset of GUIs, for example for design inspiration. The information can be textual or graphical, depending on the user’s
query and intent.

ABSTRACT
Annotated datasets of application GUIs contain a wealth of information that can be used for various purposes, from providing
inspiration to designers and implementation details to developers to
assisting end-users during daily use. However, users often struggle
to formulate their needs in a way that computers can understand
reliably. To address this, we study how people may interact with
such GUI datasets using natural language. We elicit user needs in
a survey (� = 120) with three target groups (designers, developers, end-users), providing insights into which capabilities would be
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useful and how users formulate queries. We contribute a labelled
dataset of 1317 user queries, and demonstrate an application of a
conversational assistant that interprets these queries and retrieves
information from a large-scale GUI dataset. It can (1) suggest GUI
screenshots for design ideation, (2) highlight details about particular
GUI features for development, and (3) reveal further insights about
applications. Our fndings can inform design and implementation
of intelligent systems to interact with GUI datasets intuitively.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Information seeking is frequently used as a problem-solving tool, especially during the early stages of design and development [17]. For
this purpose, emerging datasets of graphical user interfaces (GUIs),
such as Rico [6], can be considered very valuable assets. They contain a vast amount of useful information, such as technical details,
designs aspects, and information about features and properties of
applications. The amount of information, and the various ways in
which they can be used, far exceeds typical image-based datasets
(e.g. [7]). This information could be used for various purposes, such
as to aid the development of new apps, support data-driven design
[6, 14], and even provide end-users with usage hints, guidance, and
details during daily use. However, querying such datasets is often
non-trivial and may require programming expertise, for example
using a JSON-based API [14].
An important challenge in every information retrieval system
is the so-called “semantic gap” [27], or the difculty of articulating information needs in a way that a computer can understand
reliably [25]. In non-design focused domains, information access is
increasingly addressed with conversational assistants. For example,
in everyday tasks, chatbots can help users retrieve information
from the web, and execute actions on behalf of the user, such as
set an alarm or make an appointment [2, 23]. In a more specifc
domain, conversational assistants have also been used recently to
retrieve information from text documents [28].
In this paper, we explore the novel combination of these two lines
of research – GUI design datasets and conversational information
access. Concretely, inspired by the promise of the “conversations
with documents” paradigm [28], we develop the concept of “conversations with GUIs” and study it in the context of mobile app
datasets. The conversational modality is not intended to replace
visually oriented interactions but to support it. Our proposed technical concept can enable users to interact with datasets of annotated
GUIs conversationally, without requiring any technical expertise
about the dataset or programming knowledge to retrieve information. In particular, they could pose natural language queries such
as “show me some search bar designs”, “when was the app updated?”,
or “which of my apps require permission to use the camera?”, to fnd
information that helps them in their tasks or provides useful points
of reference.
Designing and developing such interactive support is challenging. GUI datasets contain an immense amount of information. Crucially, given this large number of possibilities while querying the
dataset, it is frstly not clear which capabilities are essential for users,
and for diferent user groups. It is important to better understand
user needs with regards to the supported capabilities so as to prioritise functionalities supported during information retrieval, and to
fne-tune assistance during interactive use. Secondly, to bridge the
semantic gap, and to support the goal of conversational assistance
without requiring technical knowledge, we need to identify how
users would frame their intentions as queries during conversations
with GUIs. To address these challenges and gain a better understanding of the design space of possible conversations with GUIs,
and subsequently to inform the design of conversational assistance,
we conducted an online survey and gathered insights from 120
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participants. In particular, users from three groups — designers, developers, and end-users — frst ranked various capabilities informed
by research literature and by information available in typical GUI
datasets. Second, through elicitation, we collected a total of 1317
queries entered by our participants when prompted with three information retrieval tasks. We enriched these queries by manually
labelling them with regard to four aspects: (1) query scopes: whether
a query referred to an individual GUI view, an app consisting of
multiple screens, or the entire dataset; (2) query purpose: the user’s
intention behind the query, e.g. to flter based on a criteria, to request for suggestions; (3) response format: the expected format in
which the retrieved information was expected, e.g.image, text, binary, numeric; and (4) information features: particular features that
the query was referring to, e.g. accessibility, privacy, design.
Findings from our survey shine light on what type of information users might want to access conversationally, and how they
would explicate such intents through textual or verbal queries. To
demonstrate the benefts and potential applications to interactive
systems, we implemented a prototypical conversational assistant
that understands such queries and retrieves information from the
Enrico mobile dataset [15]. We release our labelled dataset and
our open-source implementation to support future work in this
area. For instance, our survey fndings can inform the capabilities
implemented when designing chatbots or agents that assist users
in discovering and retrieving information for specifc tasks such
as GUI design or development. Furthermore, researchers can use
our dataset of user queries to train machine learning models that
can accurately interpret and classify user intentions, and provide
interactive assistance accordingly.
To summarise, the main contributions of this paper are:
(1) An exploration of the design space of user queries for conversations with GUIs, assessed in a large-scale online study
(N=120).
(2) A dataset of labelled user queries, plus an annotated version
of the Enrico dataset containing additional app metadata, as
informed by our survey results.
(3) An application in a conversational assistant that is capable
of answering such questions, asked via text or voice input.

2

RELATED WORK

Conversations with GUIs builds on emerging research in three areas:
conversational user interfaces (CUIs); projects that report and utilize
GUI datasets, for example, for data-driven design; and work on CUIs
for information retrieval.

2.1

Conversational User Interfaces

CUIs cover an increasing range of applications and tasks. For example, they have found their way into people’s homes and everyday
life via smart speakers and smartphones, realised as speech-based
agents [23]. Related, speech-based CUIs are increasingly used in
the automotive domain, where they serve tasks such as navigation,
information, and entertainment [4]. Moreover, CUIs also appear
as chatbots in a variety of application domains, such as providing “live” customer service on websites or in mobile messaging
apps. Other investigated application areas of CUIs include health
and wellbeing [13] and focus and productivity [9]. Several lines
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of research at the intersection of interactive systems design and
artifcial intelligence further show the growing relevance of CUIs.
For example, researchers investigate personalisation of conversational agents [4, 18, 30], using conversation style and content to
learn about the user [29, 34], and facilitating (online) studies and
evaluations as an alternative to questionnaires [12, 32].
In summary, these successful applications of CUIs motivated
us to explore their use in a novel domain: interactively retrieving
information on GUI designs. Moreover, we go beyond the related
work’s prevalent focus on end-users as a target group of CUIs, by
explicitly investigating the needs of designers and developers.
Recent work has developed CUIs for tasks related to visual design.
For example, Scones [11] is a system that allows users to create
sketches with multiple visual elements via natural language, such
as “draw a pizza on the table”. Similar to our use case, this relates
dialogue to design aspects, such as visual elements and layout
information. However, in contrast to the related work, we 1) address
GUIs instead of free-form sketches, and 2) utilise CUIs for exploring
a large body of existing visual designs instead of composing a new
design.
Finally, our work also difers from visual question answering [1],
which addresses questions about a given image by generating a
textual answer. In contrast, an “answer” in our use case might be
text, numbers, a GUI, or a part of its design (e.g. colour, element)
— and might relate to a single view, a whole app, or even several
apps. This motivates our survey to assess which kinds of queries
people with diferent backgrounds might be interested in posing in
the context of GUIs and their use and design.

2.2

GUI Datasets as a Design Resource

As our assistant retrieves information from a dataset of annotated
GUIs, here we discuss work on such datasets and data-driven design.
Sahami Shirazi et al. [24] automatically analysed layout fles of 400
Android apps. They presented descriptive statistics, for example,
regarding the number of views, layout variants, and GUI elements
overall and for diferent app categories. Kumar et al. [14] proposed
“design mining” for websites, and scraped elements and their visual
features (e.g. colours, location, size) from 100,000 rendered websites
. They supported queries to this dataset via an API in JSON format.
With the Rico dataset, Deka et al. [6] presented a large collection of
mobile GUIs scraped from 9,700 Android apps across 27 categories.
They also built a search model that could retrieve GUIs deemed to
be visually similar to a given query GUI view.
Relevant to our work, Kumar et al. [14] and Deka et al. [6] highlighted opportunities for using their datasets for data-driven design
applications, including design search. This motivates our work here:
We focus on making the information contained in such large design datasets accessible to a broad range of user groups, including
but not limited to designers. In particular, we explore the use of
natural language queries via a conversational assistant, in contrast
to JSON-based APIs or image-based similarity search. These are
arguably rather technical approaches, and require a concrete starting point or knowledge about possible queries. In this regard, we
envision CUIs as an additional, less technical approach, with a low
barrier of entry. CUIs enable people to get various practically useful
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pieces of information from design datasets simply by asking natural
language questions.
Practically, we use an enriched version of the Rico dataset, Enrico [15], in order to 1) provide example GUI screenshots in our
survey, and to 2) implement our proof-of-concept assistant (see
Section 6.2). Figure 4 shows example GUIs from the Enrico dataset.
Looking ahead, our conversational approach could also serve as an
interface to interact with GUI datasets enriched by recent work on
computational (semantic) modelling of GUIs [5, 10, 16] or work on
extracting additional information from GUI visuals [33].

2.3

CUIs for Information Retrieval

In classic information retrieval systems, it is the user’s responsibility to adapt their search needs using specifc keywords and/or
syntax [20], which leads to the aforementioned semantic gap (see
section 1). Crucially, CUIs address this issue by letting the user
formulate their queries using natural language.
Many conversational assistants in smart speakers or smartphones
ofer search and information retrieval, such as asking for the weather
forecast or looking up a needed or entertaining piece of information on the web [2, 23]. Here, we are not interested in such general
everyday queries but rather conversational queries to a domainspecifc (design) dataset. In this context, the most closely related
approach to our work is the recent project by ter Hoeve et al. [28],
framed as “conversations with documents”. They explored the use
of a conversational assistant to enable users to retrieve information
from a text document via natural language queries. Concretely,
their motivation focuses on reviewing information in text, with
example queries such as “Does the document already mention the
mission of our company?”.
Their successful application and user interest motivates us to
explore a related approach for querying GUIs, which are more complex in nature. Similar to text documents with sentences, sections,
chapters, and so on, GUIs also have global and local composite
and hierarchical structures (e.g. multiple radio buttons in a group,
sections in a view, views in an app), to which users might refer in
their questions. There are also many clear diferences between text
documents and our focus on GUIs. For example, most GUI designs
closely integrate and rely on textual and visual information in combination, while ter Hoeve et al. [28] mostly focused on questions
about information in the text. Moreover, layout and other designrelated questions are likely more relevant in the context of GUIs,
compared to the focus on text content in the related work. Finally,
the user groups and their main tasks and interests are diferent.
In our survey, as described in the following sections, we explicitly
address the needs of designers, developers, and end-users.

3

STUDY METHOD

GUI datasets such as Rico [6] and Enrico [15] contain an immense
amount of information about the applications and their interfaces.
This ranges from low-level visual design details such as the type
and style of elements on a particular screen or page, to higher-level
aspects such as the purpose of a page or privacy-related permissions
of the application. As such, GUI datasets are quite diferent from
typical image-based datasets (e.g. [7]). GUIs contains a multiplicity
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of features that convey diferent types of information, and have
diferent purposes.
To better understand users’ information needs related to such
GUI datasets, and how they might interact with them, we conducted
an online survey with three potential groups of users: designers,
developers, and end-users. We diferentiated between these three
particular groups due to the inherently diferent nature of tasks
they might undertake while interacting with GUIs. In this section,
we describe the survey methodology in detail. In the following two
sections (section 4 and 5), we elaborate upon our research questions
and report results.

3.1
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needs. To provide people with context, we showed a short video
animation2 demonstrating an example of an assistant (chatbot)
being used to fnd information on GUIs, similar to Figure 1.
Next, participants completed the frst part, where they provided
ratings, on a fve-point scale, for each pre-defned capability (presented in randomised order). In the second part of the survey, participants were encouraged to freely ask a hypothetical chatbot
up to fve queries for each of the three tasks (single GUI, single
app, dataset). The order of these three tasks was retained across
participants as it represented increasing levels of information content and complexity. Participants ended the survey by providing
demographic information (gender, age).

Overview

We created an online survey where motivating scenarios and prompts
were adapted towards each of the three user groups. The survey
consisted of two parts. In the frst part, we aimed to better understand what information types and features were desirable. To this
end, participants rated perceived utility of various pre-defned capabilities for interacting with a sample GUI dataset. In the second part,
we aimed to capture how participants might interact with such
datasets by formulating queries. Here, sample screenshots from
the dataset were displayed, and participants were asked to freely
pose queries to a hypothetical conversational agent, or chatbot, that
would help them during information seeking. Please note that participants had no previous knowledge about the kind of GUIs that
could be found in our dataset, nor the fnal set of capabilities of the
conversational assistant we were interested in developing.

4

3.2

We addressed RQ1 in the frst part of our survey. Here, we followed
the need-fnding method of ter Hoeve et al. [28] and formulated
21 capabilities to cover a broad range of potentially useful functionalities for interacting with an annotated GUI dataset. We derived these by transferring capabilities from the related work on
conversations with documents [28] to GUIs (e.g. “Find text in the
document” would become “Find text in the GUI”, and similarly for
navigation, sharing, copy/paste, etc.). We added further capabilities based on typical metadata and other details available in GUI
datasets [6, 15] such as application categories, privacy information,
and GUI components. Finally, we added capabilities relating to information retrieval across many apps, as motivated by the related
work on these datasets (e.g. showing similar designs). These covered a variety of information available within the dataset, such as
design attributes, application metadata, and GUI descriptions. The
full set of capabilities is listed in Table 1. Their presentation order
was randomised between participants.

Participants

We recruited our participants via Prolifc.1 To ensure high-quality
responses, participants were required to have an approval rate of
95%, and could complete the study only once. We pre-screened
participants with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. To recruit
designers and developers, we additionally pre-screened participants
who had been working in these respective industry sectors. While
the pre-screening strategy attempted to achieve an equal distribution between the three user groups, participants could freely
select the group they most closely identifed with during the survey,
resulting in an uneven distribution. Overall, 120 people (49 female,
70 male, 1 prefer not to say) between 18 and 53 years (� = 26.1,
�� = 7.3) participated, out of which, 24 self-identifed as UI/UX
designers, 32 as developers, and 64 as end-users. The study took 20
minutes on average to complete. Participants were paid £2.5 (3.28
US dollars) upon completion, which corresponds to an hourly wage
of £7.5/h ($9.7/h). Participation was under informed consent, and
the study adhered to European privacy laws (GDPR).

3.3

Procedure

After an introductory briefng and informed consent, participants
were asked to specify the target group (UI/UX designer, developer,
end-user) they identifed with the most. Textual descriptions of the
motivating scenario and question prompts were adapted towards
each of the three groups. For example, while designers were asked to
consider their typical tasks of creating GUI designs while answering
questions, end-users were asked to think about their daily usage and
1 https://prolifc.co

RESEARCH QUESTION: IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION NEEDS

Given the extensive amount of information available in annotated
GUI datasets, they can ofer a large number of capabilities and features for reference. However, not all capabilities are necessarily
useful or desirable by users. Further, individual user groups (designers, developers, end-users) might fnd diferent sets of features
more useful than others. To gain a better understanding of user
needs during information retrieval tasks, we formulated our frst
research question:
RQ1: What capabilities would people fnd useful while interacting
with a GUI dataset? How do these difer between user groups?

4.1

4.2

Materials and Method

Results

To answer our frst research question related to users’ information
needs, we aggregated participant ratings on perceived usefulness
of each of the identifed capabilities. Table 1 summarises the results
by listing each capability, average ratings for each user group, and
weighted average across all groups. In addition, it also ranks and
highlights the top-fve capabilities for each group.

2 Survey

material is available in our data repository: https://osf.io/g25wh/
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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Capability

Designers
(N=24)

Developers
(N=32)

End-users
(N=64)

Weighted
Average

Show GUIs of a particular application category ( 4, 2)
Show similar GUI designs ( 1,
2)
Show GUIs with some particular features ( 2,
3)
Show GUIs that serve a particular purpose ( 5,
1)
Enquire about privacy information of an app ( 1)
Show GUIs fltered by rating or popularity ( 5, 5)
Show GUIs that have certain privacy features ( 3)
Find some text in the GUI, if present ( 4)
Add a comment/bookmark to the GUI (or to some feature)
Enquire if an app contains a GUI with a particular purpose
Enquire about the popularity of an application
Highlight a component of the GUI ( 4)
Copy the GUI, or a part of it
Enquire about the purpose of a particular GUI
Navigate to a certain feature or region of the GUI ( 3)
Enquire whether a particular GUI contains some feature
Share the GUI, or a collection of GUIs, with someone
Enquire how many times a feature is present in the GUI
Describe the GUI
Enquire about the developer information
Read out all the text in the GUI

3.63
4.131
3.792
3.675
3.63
3.58
3.58
3.674
3.58
3.50
3.29
3.58
3.38
3.54
3.753
3.25
3.50
3.50
3.29
3.04
2.92

4.004
4.192
4.133
4.221
3.41
3.975
3.47
3.69
3.53
3.66
4.00
3.22
3.63
3.34
3.44
3.72
3.31
2.88
2.84
2.63
2.47

3.982
3.64
3.70
3.74
4.001
3.795
3.953
3.67
3.59
3.73
3.61
3.804
3.71
3.59
3.42
3.42
3.41
3.47
3.44
2.85
3.23

3.91
3.89
3.83
3.85
3.77
3.80
3.75
3.67
3.57
3.66
3.65
3.60
3.62
3.51
3.49
3.47
3.40
3.32
3.25
2.83
2.96

Table 1: Full list of the pre-defned capabilities for the frst part of the survey, and a summary of ratings results. The top-fve
capabilities for each user group are annotated, and highlight inter-group commonalities and diferences.

In general, we observed that capabilities for fnding a GUI, or
fltering GUIs, that matched some criteria (feature, purpose, category, etc.) were rated highly by all groups (capabilities # 1–4, 6–7).
In contrast, capabilities related to explaining the GUI, such as describing it (#19) or reading out the text (# 21), had lower ratings
across groups. It should be noted that while our study was limited to participants with normal or corrected vision. Since such
capabilities can support accessibility needs, they might be more
desirable for specifc groups of users outside the scope of this study.
Between user groups, while enquiring about privacy aspects (#7)
and highlighting components (#12) within a GUI were among the
top-fve capabilities for end-users, they were not as important for
designers or developers. Conversely, while designers considered
capabilities for navigating to certain regions (#15) and fnding text
within GUIs (#8) as important, these were not the top priorities for
developers and end-users.
To study in more detail how information needs varied between
user groups, we conducted further analysis of the results. The effect of user group on perceived usefulness for each capability was
tested with repeated-measures ANOVA. Table 2 summarises all capabilities that revealed statistically signifcant diferences between
groups.
Post-hoc �-tests (Bonferroni-Holm corrected) with pooled SDs
were conducted to make pairwise comparisons between groups
for the above six capabilities. We observed statistically signifcant
diferences (� < .05) between end-users and developers for capabilities # 2, 5, 12, 18 and 21. While developers deemed #2 more useful
compared to end-users, the other capabilities (# 5, 12, 18, and 21)

#

Capability

� (2, 117)

��2

2
5
11
12
18
21

Show similar GUI designs
Enquire about privacy information
Enquire about app popularity
Highlight a component of the GUI
How many times a feature is present in the GUI
Read out all the text in the GUI

4.56
3.34
3.23
3.29
3.84
3.83

0.07
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06

Table 2: ANOVA tests for pre-defned capabilities. For the
sake of brevity, only the statistically signifcant tests (� < .05
in all cases) are reported together with efect sizes.

were rated higher by end-users than developers. For capability #11,
there was a statistically signifcant diference between developers
and designers (� < .05), where designers found the capability more
useful than developers. For all six above capabilities, we did not
observe statistically signifcant diferences between designers and
end-users. The remaining 15 capabilities did not show statistically
signifcant diferences between groups.

4.3

Summary

Our results provide frst insights into which capabilities are deemed
useful, by diferent user groups, while querying a dataset of GUIs
(RQ1). This knowledge can provide useful guidance for developing
information retrieval features for querying GUI (design) data, conversational or not. A key insight here relates to the inter-group variations in information needs. As some capabilities are perceived as
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highly useful across all groups, this indicates that general-purpose
conversational assistance can beneft users irrespective of their
background, skills, and tasks. We also observe some particular differences between each of the groups, that often corresponds to
particular tasks and needs. These fndings can be applied to customise or select capabilities for interactive systems that are tailored
to particular user groups. While we provide results for 21 capabilities, covering a wide range of use-cases, these are not exhaustive.
Future work can expand upon this to study further capabilities. Further, while we cover the domain of mobile app datasets, addressing
other domains remains an open question.

5

RESEARCH QUESTION: ELICITING USER
QUERIES

Beyond understanding users’ information needs, it would also be
advantageous to capture how users might interact with systems
that ofered them capabilities of querying annotated GUI datasets.
This can aid in developing conversational assistants or keywordbased search engines. To study this, we formulated the following
research question:
RQ2: How do people frame natural language queries while retrieving information from GUI datasets?

5.1

Materials and Method

We addressed this question in the second part of our survey. Here
people had to enter queries for a hypothetical conversational assistant (chatbot) that would retrieve information from a GUI dataset.
We created three scenarios using GUI images from the Enrico dataset
[15] as task stimuli. In the frst scenario, people were asked to frame
queries pertinent to a single GUI. An image of a single GUI was
displayed, and details regarding the available information were specifed textually. Per person, the GUI image was randomly assigned
from fve such images. In the second scenario, application-level
queries were requested. Here, a participant was shown a set of
fve GUIs (screens) from one app. The app was randomly selected
between participants from a pool of four apps. In the fnal scenario,
participants elicited dataset-level queries. As stimulus, a subset of
25 GUIs from the entire dataset was displayed in a grid.

5.2

Results

We collected a total of 1473 elicitation queries from participants. We
manually inspected all queries, and excluded all irrelevant entries.
These were typically those not suited to the presented scenario and
context of GUI datasets, and instead intended for general assistants
like Siri or Alexa (e.g. what is the current weather, send an email,
etc.). In total, we excluded 156 entries, resulting in a total of 1317
valid user queries.
To systematically understand the design space of queries users
may ask, we manually labelled and coded queries according to
three dimensions: query scope, query purpose, and response format. First, three authors independently generated codes by skimming responses for one scenario each, inductively creating a codebook. Next, through discussion and agreement, the codebooks were
merged to create the fnal set of codes, grouped into meaningful
dimensions. Finally, each author coded one task and cross-checked
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the coding of another task. Discrepancies resulting from this were
resolved via discussion.
The fnal coding included the following dimensions and codes:

(1) Query scope: This specifes the search scope within the
dataset. A query could pertain to a particular GUI, an application, or the entire dataset. In total, participants posed 413
GUI, 461 app, and 443 dataset scope queries.
(2) Query purpose: This indicates the user’s purpose or intention while asking the chatbot a question, and can be one of
the following:
(a) Filter: Retrieve results that match some criteria (e.g. show
me all social apps)
(b) Find: Search for a particular GUI, or information within a
GUI (e.g. where is the search bar?)
(c) Suggest: Get recommendations or suggestions (e.g. what
colour palette should I use?)
(d) Inform: Get insights or details about a GUI, app, or dataset
(e.g. does this app use the camera?")
(e) Educate: Ask for help or assistance (e.g. how do I add a
contact?)
(f) Execute: Perform an action on a GUI, app, or dataset (e.g.
Highlight the navigation menu)
In total, participants asked 368 flter, 42 fnd, 76 suggest, 716
inform, 49 educate, and 66 execute queries.
(3) Response format: When users pose queries, the format in
which responses are expected can vary: either using images,
short or long text, binary yes/no, or numeric values. From
the queries posed by participants, 509 images, 236 text, 500
binary, and 72 numeric responses were identifed.

Figure 2 shows this space of queries using the above dimensions,
and provides a breakdown of the number of queries for each response format by the scope and purpose. Further, it also shows
the number of queries by each user group for the diferent scopes
and purposes. It can be observed that while some combinations of
purpose and scope have a large number of entries (e.g. app+inform,
GUI +Inform, dataset+flter), other parts of the space have only a
few (e.g. dataset+educate, app+flter). Clear diferences in response
formats can also be observed here: while some categories require
mostly image-based formats (e.g. flter), it can vary for others (e.g.
inform). Finally, we can also observe some diferences between
user groups. For example, while end-users posed a large number of
queries with the purpose to inform, developers had a larger number
of flter queries. We can also observe that end-users focused more
on GUI - or app-scoped queries, developers preferred dataset ones,
while designers’ queries were distributed across all three scopes.
In addition to the above three dimensions, we also labelled information features for each query. These features can be used to
identify the type of data or information within the GUI dataset
required for providing responses. A query could pertain to multiple
features. For example, “Which apps ask for camera permissions” is
labelled as having both privacy and sensor features. Figure 3 describes a list of 13 features, and the number of querie referencing
each of them.
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Figure 2: The design space of queries posed by participants in our survey. Queries had varying scopes (GUI-, app-, or datasetlevel) and served diferent purposes (6 levels), and responses (output) could be presented in diferent formats (4 levels).
■ Designer ■ Developer ■ End-User
1. Functionality: E.g. video playback
2. Element: Relating to a GUI element, e.g. search button
3. Metadata: App metadata, e.g. version number
4. Design: Relating to a design aspect, e.g. user icon
5. Page: Relating to a particular page, e.g. login page
6. Privacy: Device permissions, e.g. background GPS usage
7. Sensor: Usage of device sensors, e.g. microphone
8. Usage: E.g. time spent on app
9. Compatibility: E.g. cross-platform availability
10. Localisation: Region and language details
11. Accessibility: E.g. voice-over support
12. Settings: Related to device confguration
13. Programming: Related to development, e.g. data source

323
297
233
207
148
94
80
44
26
25
22
12
10

Figure 3: Information features that participants referred to in their queries. Multiple features could be included within a single
query (e.g. “Does this app have access to my microphone” references both privacy and sensor).

5.3

Summary

Our study contributes a labelled dataset of 1317 queries that can
be posed to conversational assistants while querying GUI datasets.
Our design space breaks down elicited queries by scope, purpose,
and response format to better understand how people frame intents
during information seeking tasks in this context. Our fndings can
inform the implementation of conversational assistants by highlighting the diferent types of queries that a system could expect

from the user, and formats in which it should present results. The
labelled dataset is openly available in our data repository. Future
work can expand upon our fndings by covering additional user
groups and contexts. For example, it would be benefcial to gain
insights from users with visual or motor impairments regarding
their information needs and how they would frame queries that
specifcally address these needs. Further, while our study is limited
to queries posed in English, future works can follow our method to
investigate other languages as well.
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APPLICATION: AN INTERACTIVE
CONVERSATIONAL ASSISTANT
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We implemented a conversational assistant for interacting with
GUIs, both to provide a demonstration of technical feasibility, and
to manifest the results of the survey as an open-source prototype
system to stimulate further work.

6.1

Example Usage Scenarios

In the following, we illustrate how our conversational assistant
is used by designers, developers, and end-users for some typical
information retrieval tasks when interacting with an annotated
dataset of mobile app GUIs.
Designer: Joe is a mobile app designer looking for inspiration to
design a new GUI for an app. He begins by asking the assistant
for related designs: “Show me login pages”. He gets a list of
three login pages, displayed as images, but is not satisfed and asks
“Show me more”. The assistant keeps track of the conversation,
and provides three more examples of login pages. Joe now wants
to flter similar designs to the frst one in this new list: “Show me
more like the first one”. And the assistant provides related design
examples.
Developer: Jane is a mobile app developer who wants to know if
apps similar to the one she is currently developing ofer in-app
purchases. She begins by telling the assistant what kind of app she
wants to get information about: “I’m creating a Fitness app”. She
gets a list of three ftness apps that she can reference for further
analysis. She now asks about the app listed in the second place:
“Does the second one have in-app purchases?”, and the assistant provides this information by consulting the dataset.
End-user: Jun is an end-user who wants to know more about an
app they have just downloaded. They begin by asking details about
the app developer: “Who developed "4 Warn Weather"?”3 The
assistant replies with the developer name and contact email. Jun
can ask more questions such as “Does it make use of GPS?”, and
the assistant replies with corresponding insights.
Summary: As illustrated, through natural language commands and
conversations, both Jane and Jun can get precise information about
particular apps, and Joe can explore or exploit existing app designs.
These interactive capabilities, without requiring technical expertise,
have not been previously ofered to such a wide range of user groups
to the best of our knowledge.

6.2

GUI Dataset

For our implementation, we used the Enrico dataset [15], a curated
and enriched subset of Rico [19]. The dataset includes 1460 mobile
app GUIs categorised according to a design taxonomy of 20 GUI
layout categories, such as news, login, settings, tutorial, etc. (Fig. 4).
Each GUI comprises a screenshot with additional data such as annotations of semantic wireframes, GUI elements, visual and structural
data, and interactive design properties.
To enable further capabilities, as identifed by our survey, we
extended the dataset with additional metadata from the Google Play

Figure 4: Our annotated version of the Enrico dataset contains mobile app GUIs with additional design and app information. This fgure shows examples for diferent kinds of
views, such as the login screen or a phone dialer.

Store, for all available apps. This includes app description, number
of reviews, ratings, price, developer info, requested permissions, etc.
Our extended dataset will be made openly available in our project
repository.

6.3

Implementation

Our assistant is developed using a web-based architecture. The user
(front-end) interacts with it in a browser, either using text or voice
input. The back-end server processes queries, retrieves information,
and returns it to the front-end browser.
6.3.1 Front-end. Implemented using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript,
our responsive UI (Fig. 1) resembles a messaging client, similar
to other common web chatbots. Text input is supported across
browsers. Voice-based input is currently only supported for webkit
browsers. Google Chrome, for example, internally uses a serverbased speech recognition engine.
6.3.2 Back-end and Natural Language Understanding (NLU) Engine.
A key module of our CUI is the natural language understanding
(NLU) engine developed with the RASA framework.4 RASA is a
popular open-source machine learning framework to automate
text- and voice-based assistants. The NLU engine comprises an
NLU model and an NLU server. The NLU model is trained on our
dataset of 1317 user queries to understand queries, and identify
relevant entities. For our prototype, we limited our implementation
to the top-fve capabilities for each user group, informed by our
survey.
An entity is a piece of user-provided information that complements a given user intent. For example, the intent get_developer
requires the app name to provide a concrete response, so the app

3 We

added quotes here to clearly indicate the app name, but they are not required in
practice.

4 https://rasa.com/
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name is an entity. Adding new intents and queries to the NLU engine is as simple as editing a confguration fle and retraining the
NLU model with representative examples.
The model pipeline comprises a spellchecker, a spaCy tokenizer
and featurizer,5 and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifer.
The featurizer transforms the entered text in a GloVe [22] word
embedding. The SVM uses a linear kernel (� = 0.1) and is optimised via grid search using 5-fold cross-validation and F-measure
(harmonic mean of Precision and Recall) as target metric. The CUI
backend provides a REST API to connect the NLU engine to the
frontend. The API is developed with Express, a popular framework
for creating web applications in nodejs. All API communications
are stateless (as per REST defnition) and JSON-based. We further
use stories, a mechanism provided by RASA to control conversation
workfows. A story has a series of steps to achieve some task or
goal, including fallback behaviours. This allows for more expressive
and natural conversations, as the context of the conversation can
be easily maintained; see Figure 1 for some examples.
Our prototype supports basic fltering and ranking capabilities,
e.g. “show me all the chat apps”, “now show me only those
rated 4 or higher”. Currently it does not support multiple intents
per query, however this could be implemented in a future more
comprehensive system with simple anchoring tokens such as the
“and” keyword to split sub-queries.

6.4

Validation: NLU Engine

As training data for the NLU engine, we included 154 intent examples and 137 entity examples, which we manually extracted from
our dataset of 1317 queries. To test the generalisation of the model
prediction, a large testing dataset was generated and randomly sampled by Chatito6 , an online tool using a domain specifc language
(DSL) to generate datasets for NLU model validation. We used the
built-in NLU test unit in RASA to evaluate the NLU model on 1452
sample queries as testing data. Our results indicated that the NLU
model (semantic parser) has high performance ( Table 3). For example, accuracy of intent prediction is 94.1%, and all other performance
metrics (precision, recall, and F-measure) are within a similar range.
This validates that our system can accurately recognise and classify
user queries to provide conversational assistance.

macro avg
weighted avg

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F-measure

0.941
0.941

0.936
0.951

0.978
0.942

0.954
0.943

Table 3: Results for intent classifcation using our NLU Engine for conversational assistance, i.e. how likely an utterance will be translated to the right expression.

7

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduces conversations with GUIs – interactions with
annotated GUI datasets using a conversational assistant. In the
following, we discuss some key insights and implications, and opportunities for future work.
5 https://spacy.io/
6 https://github.com/rodrigopivi/Chatito

7.1

Information needs for conversations with
GUIs difer between designers, developers,
and end-users

Our results reveal the diferent information needs of the potential
user groups of conversational assistants in the context of GUIs. For
example, this shows in the-top fve features as rated by each group:
Designers particularly valued queries for retrieving similar UIs, UIs
with a certain feature/element (e.g. search bar), navigating to such
features, fnding text in the UI, and UIs for a particular purpose.
Developers were also interested in queries on similar UIs, particular features, and purposes. They were further interested in asking
about UIs based on metadata such as app ratings, popularity, and
categories. Beyond the conversational context, these results also
provide empirical evidence for interest of designers and developers in data-driven inspiration and comparative “quality checks”, as
motivated in related work [6, 14]. In contrast, end-users had rather
diferent queries in mind. They were particularly interested in privacy information and features, highlighting certain UI elements,
and fnding GUIs of apps from a particular category and/or that
are popular or rated highly by others. These diferences are also
noticeable in the elicited queries, where users posed questions to a
hypothetical conversational assistant.
In summary, these insights motivate investigations of applications for each group in more detail. For example, for designers and
developers, future work could study interactions and integration
of such CUI features into design and development tools and workfows, informed by the top features emerging here. For end-users, a
“privacy assistant” might be a particularly interesting CUI concept
to explore further. This would relate the idea of “conversations with
GUIs” to work in usable privacy and security, and awareness of
related mobile risks and settings [21]. Finally, future work should
also consider users of specifc groups, such as those with visual or
motor-impairments, to provide customised assistance.

7.2

Conversations with GUIs require varied
types and formats of responses

Based on the elicited queries, conversations with GUIs lead to various expected response formats – images, text, yes/no replies, and
numeric measures. Visual responses cover various levels, such as
showing an entire GUI view, specifc elements within a GUI (e.g.
for design-related queries such as asking about “blue buttons”), or
visually highlighting elements in a view (e.g. for fnd queries). The
variety discovered here stands in contrast to the focus on textual
content in the related work on conversations with documents [28].
For some questions (mostly of type educate), responses might even
include an animation, video, or interactive guidance (e.g. when
asking about possible interactions or navigation paths in a GUI). In
conclusion, our results motivate supporting multimedia responses
when creating assistants for conversations with GUIs.
A related consideration is the locus or anchor of a response. For
example, a textual response could be presented as a chat, as in
our prototype (Figure 1-centre), or anchored on a GUI image (e.g.
annotation bubble). Overall, our insights and question set motivate
and support further exploration of such design dimensions for CUIs.
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7.3

Users’ expectations of diferent query
purposes imply varied CUI roles

Across all three user groups, the elicited user queries revealed six
fundamental purposes that people are interested in during conversations with GUIs. Concretely, these are flter, fnd, suggest, inform,
educate and execute.
Practically, these underline the rich possibilities that users see
in such a conversational assistant. Conceptually, they also indicate
potentially varying interpretations of such a CUI concept, namely
regarding viewing it as a tool vs agent-like interface [8, 26]. On the
one hand, some suggest queries clearly implied a personifcation
of the CUI (i.e. asking for an opinion or implying that the CUI has
background knowledge e.g. on a project or design). Similarly, some
educate, inform and execute queries put the CUI into a personal
assistant role. On the other hand, other queries indicate a user
interpretation of the CUI concept that seems more akin to a tool –
in particular, flter and fnd queries.
As highlighted in a recent survey [31], “intelligence” in UIs has
been related to both tools and agents. In this light, we position our
prototype implementation in this paper as a rather neutral agent
style – a chatbot with a neutral presentation and without aiming
for a human-like representation or personality. However, future
work could investigate the idea of framing the CUI, for example for
designers, as a more characteristic designer “persona” (or a set of
designer assistants with diferent personas). This might particularly
support suggest queries in that the personas could then give “their
personal opinions/suggestions” on a GUI, and might make for an
interesting point of comparison to other presentations for other
queries, target groups, data-driven design concepts, and so on.

7.4

Implications for intelligent assistance, tool
integration, and interaction design

Regarding technical requirements, our results motivate capabilities
to frst classify query scopes and purposes. Our prototype shows
the feasibility of this and provides a starting point for future improvements. Response formats can then be chosen adequately. Our
prototype also detects a variety of intents, as informed by our survey. Technically detecting the user group might also be helpful if a
future assistant is deployed to cater to multiple groups in practice.
We further expect our collected questions to be useful for training
machine learning models in this context. These models could be
integrated into a production-level design tool such as Sketch or
Figma and empower designers with an intelligent partner that can
understand their needs as natural language queries. Our annotated
dataset provides several types of information relating to mobile app
GUIs. Creation of new datasets, or augmentation of existing ones,
can increase the scope of capabilities for intelligent assistants such
as the one we have implemented here.
We also see further interesting avenues regarding UI and interaction design. For example, for some questions, multiple response
formats might be benefcial (e.g. colour could be presented visually
or as RGB values). Similarly, yes/no binary questions about a feature could be answered as such, or by showing the feature in the
GUI (e.g. “Does this app contain a login function?”). Such ambiguity
could be handled with a details-on-demand interaction. For example,
the assistant might respond with a compact text, embedding a link
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or hover efect that additionally shows a (visual) response. It could
also learn from the user’s subsequent interactions (e.g. opening the
detail view) to inform future default response types.
More generally, UI and interaction techniques also depend on the
targeted user group. For example, designers might use speech input
as a side-channel to ask queries for inspiration or information while
working on a design with tablet, mouse or keyboard. Thinking
beyond our prototype here, such an assistant might allow users to
relate queries to their current screen context (e.g. ask “Find UIs like
this”), akin to the famous “put that there” [3]. Indeed, some user
questions elicited in our survey already imply that users expect
such contextual awareness (e.g. “Is there another version of this
component?”), motivating this as an interesting concrete direction
for future work.

8

CONCLUSION

This paper introduces conversations with GUIs, a novel concept to
bridge the “semantic gap” for information retrieval in GUI design
datasets. Such an approach can enable people to gain useful insights from such datasets via natural language, for example for
design inspiration. Concretely, our online survey (� = 120) with
designers, developers, and end-users provides the frst and most important step towards developing conversational interactions with
GUIs by capturing and understanding fundamental user needs. It
also reveals vital similarities and diferences between three user
groups: designers, developers, and end-users. Crucially, designers’
conversational needs here include fnding similar GUIs as well as
particular GUI features and text therein, plus fnding GUIs for a
certain purpose, and navigating to parts of a GUI design. In contrast,
for example, end-users particularly valued privacy-related capabilities. Moreover, our elicited 1317 user queries reveal users’ key
assumptions and expectations, regarding design scope (GUI, app,
dataset), purpose (flter, fnd, suggest, inform, educate, execute), response formats (image, text, binary, numeric), and thirteen distinct
information features (e.g. design, usage, sensor, metadata). Building
on these insights, our implementation of a frst assistant application recognises such intents using natural language processing and
retrieves relevant information from a dataset of mobile app GUIs,
thus practically demonstrating our vision of conversations with GUIs.
By releasing our labelled query dataset and assistant implementation to the community, we hope to stimulate further research on
conversational tools for designers and in design contexts.

OPEN SCIENCE
We support further research eforts by releasing our survey material,
labelled dataset of queries, and chatbot implementation, on our
project page: https://userinterfaces.aalto.fi/hey_gui.
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